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Let R” x p, C(n), CL(p) and .Y’+ (p) denote respectively the set of n x p matrices, the 
set of n x n orthogonal matrices, the set of p x p nonsingular matrices and the set of 
p x p positive definite matrices. In this paper, it is first shown that a bijective and 
bimeasurable transformation (BBT) g on R” z RP” ’ preserving the multivariate 
normality of N&z‘) for fixed p=p,, p’z (,ui #Pi) and for all Z~Zf+y;(p) is of the 
form g(x)=Ax+ b a.e. for some (A, b) EC/( p) x R*. Second, a BBT g on Rnxp 
preserving the form N, x ,,(@, I@ Z) for certain @ ‘s and all Z E sP+ (p) is shown to 
be of the form g(x) = QxA + E a.e. for some (Q, A, E) E o(n) x Cl(p) x R” “‘. Third, 
a BBT h on Y+(p) preserving the Wishart-ness of W,,(Z, m) (map) for all 
2I~.sP+(p) is shown to be of the form h(w)= A’wA a.e. for some AsGl(p). 
Fourth, a BBT k(x, ir) = (k,(x, w), k,(x, w)) on Rnxpx .9’+(p) which preserves 
the form of N,, ,(@I, I@ Z) x lV,,(Z. m) for certain @‘s and all CE Y+(p) is 
shown to be of the form k(x, w) = (QxA + E, A’wA) a.e. for some (Q, A, E) E 
O(n) x Cl(p) x Rnxp. (0 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g(x) be a linear function from Rp into RY, and let Y(Z) denote the 
distribution of a random vector or matrix Z. Then as is well known, if 
Y(X) is normal where XE RP, Y(g(X)) is normal. Some versions of the 
converse are reported in the abstracts of Lehmann and Stein [S] and 
Eaton [4]. Basu and Khatri [3], Ghosh [S], and Mase [9] also con- 
sidered some converses. To introduce their results, let Y+(p) be the set of 
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p x p positive definite matrices, let g be a measurable transformation from 
Rp into RY and let L??@, C) denote the condition on g: 
P@, C): For a given (p, 2) E R* x P’+(p), there exists 
(v, W E RY x Y+ (4) such that when U(X) = N,,(p, Z), 
then z(g(X)) = N&v, W. (1.1) 
Here N&p, C) denotes the p-dimensional normal distribution with mean p 
and covariance matrix Z. Further let $!Jp denote the group of all BBT’s 
(bijective and bimeasurable transformations) from R” onto itself and let 
G/(p) be the group of p x p nonsingular matrices. 
Now in the case of p = 1, it is shown in Basu and Khatri [3] that (I ) if 
g E 9’ satisfies P!(p, 0’) for all p E R’ and for a fixed 0’ > 0, then it is linear 
a.e., and that (2) if a measurable function g on R’ satisfies Si(p, a’) for all 
(p, 0’) E R’ x sP+( 1), then it is linear a.e. Ghosh [S] showed that (3) if 
geY’ satisfies Pi(,u, (TV) for any fixed p=plr p2 (11’ #p2) and for any fixed 
CJ* = of, CJ: (a: # CT:), then it is linear a.e., while Mase [9] showed that (4) if 
a measurable function g on R’ satisfies Yi(p, CT*) for all p E R’ and for a 
fixed rr* > 0, it is linear a.e. On the other hand, in the case of p > 1, it is 
shown in Basu and Khatri [3] that (5) if a measurable function g from Rp 
into R’ satisfies Yp”;(p, C) for all p E Rp and for all L’= (CT(~) E Y+(p) with 
~,,/(o,o~~)‘~* fixed (i # j), then it is linear a.e. 
In this paper, it is first shown in Section 2 that if ge gJ’ satisfies $P;(p, C) 
for a fixed p and for all Z E Y+(p), there exist A E Cl(p), a E RP, and a 
function h from Rp into R’ such that g(x)=h(x-p)A(x---) + a a.e., 
where h satisfies h( -x) = h(x) for all x E RP and takes +I or -1. In other 
words, under the condition g(x) is piecewise linear a.e. with a common 
coefficient matrix A except the sign change. Our second result is that if 
gEgP satisfies Y;(p, C) for fixed p=pl, p2 (pl #pz) and for all ZEY+(P), 
then g(x) = Ax + a a.e. for some A E Cl(p) and a E RP. In the case of p = 1, 
this result is weaker than Ghosh’s result (3), but for p > 1, it seems difficult 
to obtain a result corresponding to (3). 
Here to state the results in Section 3, let YBx p denote the group of all 
BBT’s from the space of n x p matrices denoted by R”” IJ onto itself, and let 
0(n) be the group of n x PZ orthogonal matrices. Further let W’xp(@, Z) 
denote the condition on g: 
CeH x p(@, C): For a given (@, C) E R” x P x 9’+(p), 
there exists (A, Y) c R” x p x 9, (p) such 
that if Y(X) = N,, x J@, I@ E), then 
=WdX)) = N, x ,(A IO Y). (1.2) 
It is noted that when Y(X) = N,, p(@, I@ C), the rows of n x p random 
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matrix X are independently distributed with a common covariance matrix 
C. Now it is shown in Section 3 that if g E 9”” IJ satisfies %?‘I’ P(@, C) for 
@I = @ yk = 0, l,..., n) such that for some c E RP, @ (k)~‘~ are not in a 
hyperplane of R” and for all L’E Y;(p), then there exist Q E B(n), 
A E Gl(p), and EE RtlXp such that g(x) = QxA + E a.e. (x E R”” “). 
To summarize the results in Section 4, let 2 be the group of all BBT’s 
from Y+(p) onto itself and X the group of all BBT’s from R”xp x Y+(p) 
onto Rnxp x Y+(p). Further let W,(Z, m) denote the Wishart distribution 
with mean mL and degrees of freedom m. Then it is shown that if h E X 
satisfies for all CE 9’+(p) a condition for W&Z, m) with m > p similar to 
(1.1) or (1.2), then h(w)=A’wA a.e. (wry+) for some AEG~(~). Also it 
is shown that if a BBT k(x, w) = (k,(x, w), kz(x, w)) E R”” p x 9’+(p) in X 
satisfies for @ ““s stated above and for all L’E Y+(p) a condition for 
N,lxp(@, ZOZ) and W,(C, m) with m 2 p similar to (1.1) or (1.2) 
then k(x, w) = (QxA + E, A’wA) a.e. (x, w) E R”” p x Y’+(p) for some 
(Q, A, E) E 9, = Lo(n) x Gl(p) x R”” p. 
We remark that, as a referee pointed out, in all the results obtained here 
the condition “for all C E 9, (p)” is weakened to the condition “for a set of 
p(p + 1)/2 + 1 affine-linearly independent Zi’s in 9, (p).” 
As a statistical application, the group 3, is shown to be maximal in the 
group of all homeomorphisms as a group preserving the MANOVA model 
reduced by sufficiency. However in the original MANOVA model, the 
matrix group usually adopted is not maximal as will be shown in Section 3. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF A BBT FOR N,(p,Z) 
As before, let ~9~ denote the group of all BBT’s (bijective and 
bimeasurable transformations) from Rfl onto Rp and let P$,u, 2) denote 
the condition in (1.1). For simplicity, when p = q, we write Yp(p, Z) for 
~$(/A Cl. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ge gp and fix p E RF. Assume Pp(p, C) for all 
Z E Y+(p). Then there exist a constant matrix A E Gl(p), a constant vector 
q E R” and a measurable ,function h ,from RP into R’ such that a.e. x E RP 
g(x)=h(x-p)A(x-p)+q (2.1) 
and h satisfies h( -x) = h(x) for all x and takes + 1 or - 1. 
Conversely if g(x) is of the form (2.1) for all x E Rp with A E Gl(p) and 
7 E Rp fixed and h specified above, then g E Yp and g satisfies .Pp(p, C) for 
all ZE,!Y+(p). 
6X3/20:2-6 
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The converse part of this theorem is clear. The proof of the first part is 
deferred to the end of this section. 
COROLLARY 2.1. A continuous function g in 5~3~ satisfies pp(p, E) for a 
given p and for all C E 9, (p) if and only if for some A E Gl(p), g(x) = 
At-r- cl) + g@). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.1. 
In Theorem 2.1, the condition .!F’(p, C) was assumed only for a fixed 
p E R” so that g is not completely linear but piecewise linear a.e. But if 
Y’(p, C) is assumed for two distinct p’s and for all CE Y+(p), g becomes 
linear a.e. In fact, we prove 
THEOREM 2.2. Let g E gp and fix p, , pz E RP with p, # &. Suppose 
.9”(p, C) holds for p = p, , pz and for all Z E 9, (p). Then there exist a con- 
stant matri.v A E Gl(p) and a constant vector a E Rp such that 
g(x) = Ax + a a.e. (x E R”). 
Pro@ By Theorem 2.1, for some A ; E Gl( p) and q i E RP, g is expressed 
as 
g(X)= hi(.r-pi) Ai(x-pi) + vi a.e. (i= 1, 2). (2.2) 
Define for k, I= 0, 1, 
Then at least one of F,,‘s has positive Lebesgue measure. Suppose 
m(F,,) > 0, where m denotes Lebesgue measure on R”. Then from (2.2), 
A,(.~-p,)+q, =A,(x-p,)+qz a.e. inF,. 
Here m(F,“) > 0 implies that there exist P)E Foe (s = 0, l,..., p) such that 
x~“‘s do not lie in a hyperplane and 
(A, -A&(.O=A,~, -A,pz---1 +qr (s=O, I )...) p). (2.3) 
Then, since there are p linearly independent vectors in s”“s, let them be 
XC’% (s = l,..., p) without loss of generality so that for some c,‘s 
?c(ol=c s”‘+ . . . +c 
P 
-y(P) and Cl + ..’ +c,, # 1. 
Now multiplying the both sides of (2.3) by c,, and summing up over 
s = I ,..., p yields 
(A, - A,).P = (c, + ... +c,~)(A,I*I -A,k -ul, +‘I?). 
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This contradicts (2.3) with s = 0 unless the right side of (2.3) is zero. Hence 
A,P, - A2b2 -q, + qz =0 follows and together with (2.3) it in turn 
implies 
(A, -A,)x’“‘=O (s = l,..., p). 
Since .K”)‘s are linearly independent for s = l,..., p, this implies A, = AZ. 
Next, if m(F,,,) >O or m(F,,) >O in addition to m(F,) >O, the same 
argument gives A, = - A,, contradicting A, = A,. Hence m(Fol) = 
m( F,,) = 0. 
Finally if m(F1, ) > 0 in addition to m(F,) > 0, by the same argument we 
obtain -A,@, -p2)-qI tq, =O, as well as A,&, -~~)-q, +q2 =O. 
This implies A,(p, -p2)=0 hence p, =pZ, contradicting ~1~ #p2. Thus, 
~(6’~) > 0 implies m(F,,, ) = m(F,,) = m(P, ,) = 0, and then by setting 
A =A, =A, and a- -A,p, +q, = -A2pz +q2, our result is obtained. 
Similarly the other cases follow. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let g E 3”. Suppose Yp(p, Z) holds for all p E RP and 
,for all C E 9, (p). Then g(x) = Ax + a a.e. for some A E Cl(p) and a E RP. 
As has been remarked, when p = 1, the result in Theorem 2.2 is covered 
by a stronger result due to Ghosh [S], where only two distinct ,Ys are 
chosen to identify the linearity of g. 
We shall now prove Theorem 2.1. In the below, p = 0 is assumed without 
loss of generality. Let Y(p) denote the set of nonnegative definite matrices. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let g E Yp and fix Z, and Cz E 9, (p). Assume that if 
U(X) = N,(O, C,), then Y(g(X)) = N(qj, lu,),for some (vi, !Pi) E R” x 9, (p) 
(j= 1,2). Then 
.u’(C;‘-C;‘)x=(g(x)-rl,)’ Y;‘(g(x)-u],) 
-(g(x)-?*)’ Y;‘(g(x)-rl*) 
+log I Yy,Z21/lZ, Y,I a.e. 
Proqf: Since y = g(x) is a BBT, then m(dy) = m(g(dx)) and m(g(dx)) is 
dominated by m(dx). Hence with k(x) = m(g(dx))/m(dx), 
4tx: O, z,) = 4(dx): Vjv yj'i, k(x) a.e. x (j= 1, 2), 
and so k(x) > 0 a.e., where #(z: a, A) is the density of N,,(a, A). Using this 
relation and noting that k(x) does not depend on .Zi’s, we obtain the result 
after a little algebra. 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.1, the following results 
hold: 
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(1) rank(Z;‘--C;‘)=rank(Y;‘-Y;‘). 
(2) ~;I-C,‘E~P@)oYY,‘-Yi~‘EY(p). 
(3) ‘11 =fI2. 
(4) x’(Z;‘-X2 l)x=(g(x)-tjl)‘(Yy; ‘--Y,‘)(g(x)-rjl) ax. 
Proqf: Let G=C;‘-Z;‘, H= Y;‘- Y;-‘, and 
ci=(-l)‘+‘(?l -V2)’ y,-‘(VI -yIz)+lOg I YlC2I/ICl Y2l (i= 1, 2). 
Then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
.u’G.u=(g(x)-q,)‘H(g(.u)-q,) 
-2tvl1 -rl2)’ Y’,‘(g(x)-q,)+c, a.e. (2.4a) 
.fGx = (d-x) - ~2)’ H(g(x) - ~2) 
-2(qi - q2)’ Y’, ‘(g(x) - rf2) + cl a.e. (2.4b) 
Here let 9(X) = N,(O, Cl) so that y(g(X)) = N(ql, Y,). Then considering 
the moment generating function of (2.4a), we obtain 
1 I- 2tC;f’Gz;I’I - 10 = &‘) I I- 2t$U/2Hy’II2 I - 112, (2.5) 
where 
x(t)=2t’(q, -q2)’ YY,‘[Y;‘-~~H]-’ Y;‘(q, -q2)+czt. 
Hence in the neighborhood of t = 0 
/ I- 2tYi/2HY!i2 //I f- ~LE~/“GZ~‘~/ = exp(2X(r)). (2.6) 
When t is regarded as a complex variable, (2.6) holds for all t because the 
both sides of (2.6) are a single-valued regular function except finite points. 
Hence using the same argument as in Ogawa [lo] gives x(t) - 0 and so 
/ I- 2t.L-;‘2GZ;” / T /I- 2tY’l12HY”’ / for all t. 
This implies (1) and (2). Also from x(t) = 0, it follows that x’(0) = c2 = 0. 
Similarly assuming 9(X) = N,(O, Z,) and using the same argument yields 
c, =O. Consequently we obtain 
o=c, -c2 =(a’ -q2)‘(Yy,‘+ Yu,‘)(V’ --rlz), 
This implies ‘1 I = q2 or (3), since Y; ’ + Yu; ’ E 9, (p), and so (4) follows 
from (2.4a), (3), and c2 = 0. This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Under the assumption qf Theorem 2.1, there exist unique 
symmetric matrices B, (1 < i 6 j < p) such that 
Xix;=(g(X)-rl)‘B;j(g(?c)-‘l) 
where x = (xi) and q = E[g(X)] is independent of C. Further 
(2.7) 
B;i E Y(P) and rank( B,;) = 1 (i= l,..., p). (2.8) 
Proof It follows from (3) in Lemma 2.2 that q is independent of C. Let 
G be an arbitrary p x p symmetric matrix and apply Lemma 2.2 to the case 
,?I;, = AZ+ G and CT, = AZ, where 1 is large enough to satisfy 
AZ+ G E Y+ (p). Then it can be shown that there exists a symmetric p x p 
matrix H such that rank(G) = rank(H) and that 
x’Gx=(g(x)-q)‘H(g(x)-q) a.e. 
Moreover GE Y(p) if and only if HE Y(p). Hence by taking G 
appropriately, (2.7) and (2.8) follow. The uniqueness of B,‘s follows from 
the bijectiveness of g in (2.7). 
Proqf of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.3, B,i = bib; for some hi E R” ( # 0), 
where hi is unique except for its sign change (i= I,..., p). Hence from (2.7), 
xf = [bl(g(x) - u)]I a.e. or 
xi= *b;(g(x)-I]) a.e. 
This implies x, xi = + (g(x) - 9)’ b, bj( g(x) - q). Combining this with (2.7) 
gives 
B,, = f i (b, b: + bib’,) (2.9) 
since g is bijective. Here we choose b, in the solution set {b, , -b, } for 
B,, = b,b’,. Then from the uniqueness of B,i, the signs of b,‘s in (2.9) are 
uniquely determined (i = 2,..., p). For those hi’s which have negative signs 
in the expression (2.9) determined by choosing b,, we redefine or rename 
them as -hi’s without loss of generality because the solution set {b,, -hi} 
for B,i = bib,! is expressed as { -6,, si} with 6; = -hi. Then we obtain 
-y,xi = Cb’,(g(x)-rl)lCbl(g(x)--rl)l a.e. (i=l,..., p). 
This implies x, = bl(g(x) - v]) for i = l,..., p a.e. Similarly by choosing -b, 
in the solution set (b, , -b,} for B,, =b,b’,, we obtain xi = -b,!(g(x)--) 
for i= l,..., p a.e. Thus putting C= (b ,,..., b,,)‘, we obtain 
x = h(x) C(g(x) - ‘1) a.e., 
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where h(x) takes either + 1 or - 1. Here the bijectiveness implies CE Gf(p) 
and thus g(x)= h(x)Ax+ q a.e. with A = C-l. Hence noting that 
g(x) # g( -x) for x # 0 implies h(x) = h( - x), we complete the proof. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF A BBT FOR N,,,(@,Z@Z) 
In this section, we characterize a BBT gE R”” p satisfying the condition 
%” x “(@I, C) in (1.2); that is, 
%’ x “(@, Z): For a given (0, C) E R” x p x Y+ (p), there exists 
(A, !Z’)E R’lXp x Y+(p) such that if Y(X)= 
N,, x p(@, 10 JJ then g(g(X)) = N,,, ,(A, 18 W. 
It is also recalled that 9” x p denotes the group of all BBT’s from R”” P onto 
R”” “. Now the following theorem corresponds to Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let gEVXp. Assume the condition Y” ’ p(@, Z) ,for a 
,fixed @ E R” y p and for ail C E 9, (p). Then there exist constant matrices 
A E Cl(p) and A E R”” P such that 
(g(x)-A)‘(g(x)-A)=A’(x-@)‘(x-H)A a.e. (3.1) 
Proqf: Without loss of generality, assume @ = 0. By Lemma 2.2 and by 
using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we can conclude 
that for any p x p symmetric matrix G there exists a p x p symmetric matrix 
H such that rank(G) = rank(H) and that 
tr(xGx’)=tr[(g(x)-A)H(g(x)-A)‘] a.e., 
where A is independent of G. In addition, G E Y(p) if and only if HE Y(p). 
Hence by choosing G appropriately, it follows that for some symmetric 
matrices B, (1 d id j < p), 
XIX, =tr[(g(x)-A) B,(g(x)-A)‘] a.e., (3.2) 
where xi denotes the ith column of x. In particular, B,, E Y(p) and 
rank( Bii) = 1 (i = l,..., p). Therefore Bii = hjh( for some h, E Rp ( # 0) and 
x;xi = hj(g(x) - A)‘(g(x) - A)h; a.e. (i=l,..., p). (3.3) 
This implies that hi and hi (i #j) are linearly independent because x,!xi is 
not proportional to x+,. Here we shall show that 
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x(xj = + b((g(x) - A)‘(g(x) - A)bj a.e. 
or (3.4) 
x!xj= -bl(g(x)-A)‘(g(x)-A)b,, a.e. 
To prove this, let a, = (u~,~) be a p x 1 vector with aj.i = 1, aj.j = 1 and 
a;., = 0 (k # i, j) and let Gj, = aj.U6 where A E R’. Then from Gj. E P’(p) and 
rank(G,) = 1, there exists H, E Y(p) such that rank( H,) = 1 and 
trxG,x’=tr[(g(x)-A) H,(g(x)-/1)‘] a.e. (3.5) 
But from tr xG,x = l*x,!xi + 1(x:x, + xlxi) + XIX,, using (3.2) and (3.3), we 
obtain 
where 
trxG,x’=tr[(g(x)-A)Q,.(g(x)-A)‘] a.e. (3.6) 
Q, = A2hib/ + 2AB, + b,b;. (3.7) 
Noting the range space of g(x) is R”xp, (3.5) and (3.6) implies Q, = H,, 
hence 
rank( Q j.) = rank( H,) = 1 for all I E R. (3.8) 
Here since bj and bj are linearly independent, for some TE G/(p), Tb, = e, , 
and Tb, = e2, where ek = (ek,) (k = 1, 2) is a p x 1 vector with ekk = 1 and 
ek, = 0 (k #I). Then for Qi. in (3.7), 
TQ; T’ = /Z2e, e; + 2ATB,T’ + e2e;. 
In order for this to be of rank 1 for all I E R as is required in (3.8), all the 
elements of TB,T E (pk,) must be zero except for PI2 =/& = + 4. In other 
words, we obtain 
B, = f i T-‘[e, e; + eae’,]( T’-’ = f + (bib1 + b,b,!), 
which proves (3.4). 
Now renaming bi as - bj if necessary and setting C= (b, ,..., b,), it 
follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that 
x’x=@(g(x)-A)‘(g(x)-A)C a.e. 
Here considering the distribution of the both sides under Y(X) = 
N, x ,(O, I@ I) yields C E GI( p). Hence letting A = C- ’ completes the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. 
By Theorem 3.1, whenever W’xp(@, C) condition holds for a fixed 
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@I E R’lxp and for all C E SJ’+ (p), g E Y’Ix p must satisfy the quadratic 
relation in (3.1), which we can solve for a version of g(x): 
g(x) = r.,(x - @I ) A + A a.e., 
where r,, E O(n). However, the choice of f,, is not unique and it depends 




cos(xf + x:, -sin(xf+xz) x, 
sin(x: +x:) )( ) cos(xf +x;, x2 
satisfies V2 x ’ (O,Ic’) for all D* > 0 and g E 9” x ‘, where x = (xi) (see, e.g., 
Kagan, Linnik, and Rao [6, p. 3291). A statistical implication of this fact is 
given in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. In the MANOVA problem, the model is given by 
and the problem is to test H,: @I z = 0 vs H, : @ 2 # 0, where 
@iER”sXP with m, +m, =n 
(see, e.g., Anderson [ 11). To analyze this problem via invariance, the 
matrix group $, = O(m,) x O(m,) x O(N- n) x Cl(p) x Rmlxp is usually 
chosen as a group leaving the problem invariant, where %,, acts on x E RN 
by 
for g=(Q,, Q2, Q,, A, E,)E%~, and x,eRmcXP (i=1,2,3) with 
m3 = N-n. To consider the maximality of g,, as a group leaving the 
problem invariant, let Y* be the group of all homeomorphisms in giyx p 
and recall that the problem is said to be left invariant under $?I0 if 
U(X)E.&~, and gE$, imply Y(g(X))eA”, (i=O, l), where J%!~, is the 
model under Hi (i = 0, 1). Then clearly $!J& is not maximal in Y* because as 
has been seen above, we can at least take for Q3 an orthogonal matrix 
depending continuously on x so that we can replace O(N - n) in 3, by a 
larger group. 
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The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for ge Vxp to be linear 
a.e. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let g E 9” P and let 0’“’ E R”” p (k = 0, l,..., n) he such 
that @‘k”~ satiJfy the condition: 
For some c E RP, @‘k’c’s (k = 0, l,..., n) do not lie in a hyperplane 
qf R”. (3.9) 
Assume the condition %?” x “(@, Z) for @I = @‘“’ (k = 0, l,..., n) and for all 
C E sP+ (p). Then there exist constant matrices Q E Co(n), A E G/(p), and 
EE R’IXp such that 
g(x) = QxA + E a.e. (3.10) 
Proqf: Without loss of generality we can assume that the first columns 
of @‘““s do not lie in a hyperplane of R” or c = (1, O,..., 0)‘. By 
Theorem 3.1, there exist ACk)‘s in G/(p) (k=O, l,..., n) such that for 
k = 0, 1 ,..., n, 
(g(x) - Ack’)‘(g(x) - A’k’) = Alk”(x- @JCk’)‘(.~- @‘k))A(k’ a.e. 
(3.11) 
where ACk’ is the mean matrix of g(X) corresponding to Vrxp(@(k’, C) in 
Theorem 3.1. First we shall show that we can choose A”‘= 
A”‘= .*. = A”‘) = A. For this purpose, subtracting (3.11) with k = 0 from 
(3.11) with k = 1 and using the condition %“‘rp(@‘o), Z) that if 
U(X) = N,,Xp(@‘o’, I@L), then 9(g(X))= N,Xp(A(o), Z@ Vu), the left side 
follows a normal distribution, while the right side follows a normal dis- 
tribution only if A”“x’xA”’ = A”“x’xA”’ a.e. This implies A’““x’xA’o’ = 
A”“x’uA”’ for all x, from which we can show that A”‘= f A”‘. Since 
(3.11 )holds with Atk’ replaced by - Alk’, we can take A”‘= A”‘. Similarly 
Afk’= A”’ can be chosen (k = 2 ,..., n), completing our first claim. 
To state our second claim, let A z A”’ and B = A ’ and rewrite (3.11) as 
(x- @‘kJ)‘(~~- @I’“‘) = B’(g(x) - Atk’)‘(g(x) - Ack)) B a.e. (3.12) 
(k=O, l,..., n). Here subtracting (3.12) with k=O from (3.12) with k#O, 
@kYx + xr&k’ = B’l’““y + y’JCk’B + const. a.e., (3.13) 
where &I(~) = @‘“’ - @J(O), ;iCk) = A’“_’ - A’“), and y = g(x) B. Further 
let x = (x, ,..., x,), y = (y, ,..., y,), B(k) = (Ojk) ,..., OhkJ), and ;i’k’B = 
(ilk’ ,..., ly)), where k = l,..., n, and let Fi = (8j”,..., 0j’l))‘: n x n and G, = 
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(i.!l) ,..., i,)“))‘: n x n, where i= l,..., p. Then by the assumption mentioned at 
the beginning of the proof, we have F, E Cl(n). Here we claim that 
x = F,~ ‘G, y + const. a.e. with F; ‘G, E Lo(n). (3.14) 
In fact, comparing the (1, 1) elements of the both sides in (3.13) yields 
W,“)‘.u, = i.(,““p, + const. a.e. (k = l,..., n), from which we obtain 
x, = F; ‘G, y, + const. a.e. (3.15) 
Similarly, considering the ( 1, i) elements and the (i, i) elements, we obtain 
F, x, + F,x, = G, yi + G, y, + const. a.e. (i=2 ,..., n) (3.16) 
Fjxi = Gi y, + const. a.e. (i=2 ,..., n). (3.17) 
Substituting (3.15) into (3.16) and multiplying F,F;’ gives 
Fixi= F,F; ‘G, yi+ FjF;‘(Gi--F,F;‘G,)y, +const. a.e. (3.18) 
Here using the definition of y = g(x)B with g E YtxP and BE Cl(p), it 
follows from (3.17) and (3.18) that Gi = F,F; ‘G, . Therefore substituting 
this into (3.16) and using F,~cl(n) yields x,=F;‘G,y,+const. a.e. 
(i = 2,..., n). Combining these equations with (3.15), we obtain 
.Y = F; ‘G, y + const. a.e., and substituting this into (3.12), F;‘G, I@ 
follows. Thus (3.14) is obtained. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to solve (3.14) for g(.u) with B= A -’ 
and Q’=F;-‘G,. 
It is noted that (3.9) is equivalent to the existence of c such that 
rank [ G”),..., $J(“)c] = n 
where ali’ = @Ii1 - @‘“I (i= l,..., n). To give a sufficient condition for 
(3.91, let 
I-= {@ ER”~~ ( @=(&O),BER’*}. 
Then we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let g E Vxp and assume %“‘*P(@, C) for all 
(0, Z) E r x P’+(p). Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 holds. In particular, 
if %“‘xP(@, Z) holds ,for all (0, C) E R’lXr x Y+(p), then it holds. 
In the MANOVA model in Example 3. I, (3.9) does not hold. 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF A BBT FOR N,,.,,(@,IO~) AND W,(z,m) 
In this section, we characterize a BBT on Y+(p) preserving Wishart-ness 
and a BBT on R” ’ r x Y+(p) preserving normality and Wishart-ness. Recall 
that L# denotes the group of all BBT’s from Y+(p) onto itself. Here let 
W-(Z) denote the condition on h E A?: 
w(C): For a given C E Y+(p), there exists YE Y+(p) such that if 
U( W) = W,,(Z, m) then Z(h( W)) = W,,( Y, m) where m > p. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let h E SF. Assume Y&‘“(C) for all C E Y+(p). Then there 
exists a constant matrix A E Gf(p) such that h(w) = A’wA a.e. w  E Y+(p). 
Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Next let 9” be the group of all BBT’s from Rnxp x Y+(p) onto itself, and 
write k(x, w)=(k,(x, w), k,(x, w))~R”~~xY+(p) for kEX and 
(x, w) E R” xp x sP+( p), Further let %?V(@, Z) denote the condition on 
key: 
@YY(@, Z): For a given (@I, C) E R” xP x 9, ( p), there exists 
(4 YY)ER “““xY+(p) such that if P’(X) = 
N,,.P(Oy IOC), Z( W = W,,C& m) (m 2 PI, and X 
and W are independent then dlP(k,(X, W))= 
N,, xp(A, 163 Y), =W,(X, WI) = W,C Y, m), and 
k ,(X, W) and k,(X, W) are independent. 
The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let k E X. Assume the condition %??Y(@, ,5’) for a fixed 
@ and for all Z E Y+(p). Then there exist constant matrices A E Gl( p) and 
A E R”Xp such that 
W,(x, w)-A)‘(k,k w)-A)+k,(x, w) 
= A’[(x- @)‘(x- @I)+ w]A a.e. (4.1) 
The next theorem corresponds to Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let k E X and let @“I E RlzXp (j= 0, l,..., n) be such that 
@(‘j’s satisfy the condition (3.9). Assume %?tV(@, 2) for @ = @I”’ 
(j=O, l,..., n) and for all Z E Y+(p). Then there exist constant matrices 
Q E 0(n), A E Gl(p), and EE Rnxp such that 
k,(x,w)=QxA+E and k,(x,w)=A’wA a.e.(x,~)ER”~PxY+(p). 
(4.2) 
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Based on this result, let us consider the MANOVA problem treated in 
Example 3.1. In the same way, the matrix group 9, = Co(n) x O(N-n)x 
WP) x R ‘lxp is not maximal in %* the group of all homeomorphisms in 
$JNxJ as a subgroup leaving invariant the model 
But when Y(X)E.X and X=(p,;, X3)’ with 8, =(X’,, Xi)’ and X;:m,xp, 
(8,) W) with W = X3X, is a sufficient statistic for ,.# and the model is 
reduced by suffLziency to 
where m3 = N-n >p as before. In this model, since the space of 6iJ is 
R”XP there are @I(‘% (j= 0, l,..., n) for which (3.9) holds. Therefore by 
Theoiem 4.3, the set of all homeomorphisms in X preserving 4, (i.e., if 
sP(X, W) E .X,, LZ(k,(X, W), k,(X, W)) E A,) does coincide with the matrix 
group ~~O(n)xGl(p)~R”“~ whose element (Q, A, E) transforms 
(et,, U’)E RHxp x Y+(p) into (Q-f, A + E, A’wA). This implies the 
maximaiity of the group g in the group X* of all homeomorphisms in X 
as a group leaving the model 4, invariant. Once this is obtained, arguing 
as in Banken [2] or directly, the group X2= O(m,) x O(m,) x 
Gl(p)xR ml xp is shown to be maximal in Xx* as a group leaving invariant 
the problem H,: @I z = 0 versus H, : @ z # 0 in the model JZ,. (See [7].) 
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